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When I decided to have children, I had no idea what I was in 
for. Most of the books showed pictures of cute babies who slept 
and ate and smiled adoringly at you, a little like the business 
books written about successful people, doing wonderful things.

With parenthood, I was jumping in the deep end with 
promises from those around me that it would all be worth it 
(and it is). It was like that when I leapt into my own business. No. 
Idea. What. I. Was. In. For.

We raised our children in the best way we knew how to. We 
listened to advice, read the books, discussed issues with other 
young parents, and made our decisions accordingly. We 
trialed an idea (prototyped), changed direction (pivoted) if the 
result wasn’t what we wanted (failed fast), all the while hoping 
our children would evolve into decent humans. That was our 
intent (mission). It’s like that in my business.

With the children, we made up games (creative play), 
changed rules as we went (agility) to create a fairer platform 
(ecosystem), and discovered new practices and new 
adventures (research and development). Imaginative play 
(workshopping), was central to development and we would 
lie down under the stars and look for constellations or create 
pictures out of the cloud shapes. We sometimes went on 
adventures (field trips) pretending we were the heroes in 
Adventures Books (out of our daily routines).

Our intent was to raise amazing humans (Big Picture). Through 
my business I want to impact the world for good (Big Picture).

As the children grew older (disruption) we went into survival 
mode. We had to redesign (iterate)our approach. Our 
parenting style changed through necessity (reinvention).

As the children grew into adults, the rules changed. As we let 
go (adios micromanagement), and empowered them, they 
developed their own creeds (visions), grounded in shared values, 
all the while expressing individual strengths and interests (USP).

What does that mean for the parent (business owner) freed 
from the required 24/7 drill (work on the business not in the 
business)? My role has morphed into leaving a legacy I can be 
proud of. I have a bigger purpose.

It’s time for all of us to take responsibility for our community, 
our country, our planet. It starts with being accountable for our 
individual actions and for the words we speak. It’s time for us to 
think beyond ourselves and contribute to the collective.

It goes beyond politics and the myriad of things that divide us. 
It reaches into the core of the values and the love that unites us. 
Leadership needs to shift from short-term re-election ambitions, 
to long-term benefit solutions to humanity’s grand challenges. 
Together, we’ve got this.

For further information contact Christina on 
0425 236 156, email christina@utopiax.global or 
visit www.utopiax.global

Christina Gerakiteys is the Founder 
of UtopiaX and Co Ambassador of 
SingularityU Australia. She is a change 
catalyst and instigator of Moonshot 
Ideation. Christina opens hearts and 
minds, inspiring impossible to possible. 

INNOVATION, 
PARENTHOOD 
AND   
BUSINESS
  
Christina Gerakiteys
UtopiaX

https://www.newcastle.edu.au/research-and-innovation/innovation/integrated-innovation-network/entrepreneurship-programs/entrepreneurship101
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Proud to be  
part of the  

Hunter’s coal  
mining tradition.

www.glencore.com.au

#FUTUREPROOFING
As the Hunter Innovation Festival enters its the twelfth consecutive 

year, it is timely to investigate the origins of Innovation and why we 
bother to celebrate Innovation in the Hunter. 

The word Innovation has its origins in the 15th century and 
comes from the Latin Innovatus (in – into, novue – new). By 
definition, Innovation is to introduce something as, or as if, 
new and to make change. If we take that definition at its most 
literal, humans have been innovating since recorded history 
and beyond. And it’s amazing how many times innovations are 
realised through necessity. And how they make our lives easier. 
Consider the first fire, the first hammer, the first bow and arrow 
and the first hand made shelter.

It has always been “elementary”. Steven Johnson wrote in 
his essay, The Genius of the Tinkerer, “Johannes Gutenberg, 
for instance, took the older technology of the screw press, 
designed originally for making wine, and reconfigured it with 
metal type to invent the printing press”. To take something 
that exists and adapt it to create something new has been a 
common theme around innovation throughout history.

So why celebrate innovation? Because it keeps the wheels 
turning on education, health, industry and ultimately the 
economy. Innovators contribute continuous improvement, 
provide leadership, take risks and sometimes fail. But as Edison 
said, “I have not failed. I just found 10,000 ways that won’t 
work”. Bottom line, innovation is crucial to growth.

The Hunter Innovation Festival is supported for the first time this 
year by Hunter iF, a collaboration of Newcastle organisations 
working to create and support a sustainable innovation 
ecosystem in the area. It is also supported by some hard-
working individuals from active organisations. These champions 
include Idea Bombing, Ignite Alliance, Newie Ventures, Hunter 
Research Foundation Centre, UtopiaX, Hunter Futurepreneurs, 
The Business Centre, Hunter Young Professionals, The Lock-Up, 
Dash and more.

The theme for the Festival is Future Proof the Hunter. 
Innovation is essential if we are to stay ahead of the disruption 
curve. Deception precedes disruption in that we are unaware 
of the wave of change about to hit. Think what the smart 
phone and streaming did to the music industry. Before the 
technology was main stream, it played underground and went 
through several iterations, of interest only to early adopters. As 
technology improved and more users came onboard, it was 
said that the music industry had been disrupted. Why would 
you ever buy a CD again?

Back to the disruption curve and the fact that technology 
is changing our lives at exponential rates, at speeds never 
before experienced. In order to adapt, survive and thrive, we 
need to future proof the Hunter. We need to invite as many 
of our community to become involved in discussions, to not 
fear change and to lead. This way we will become leaders 
and future proof our region. Jobs will stay here, industries will 
move here, and researches will base themselves in a city that 
is changing the way we operate in all industries, from medicine 
to agriculture, education to space travel. 

For program details,visit www.hunterinnovationfestival.org. 
For information on how to get involved email festival 
coordinator Kahlea McGeechan events@hunterif.com.au

 

LAUNCH OF UNIQUE REGIONAL, 
NO-EQUITY ACCELERATOR

A new accelerator program - Start House - was launched in 
Sydney on 14 March, made unique by the fact that it will bring 
diversity to innovation particularly to intenders and startups in 
the regions.

The one-of-a kind program was officially launched at 
Fishburners in front of a room full of entrepreneurs, investors 
and leaders of the innovation ecosystem from Sydney and the 
Hunter region.

Start House, is a unique model as it requires no equity from 
startups, will encourage entrepreneurs to stay in the regions 
and will, in fact, tempt city-based innovators to move out of the 
CBD to secure a better quality of life while still having full access 
to the innovation ecosystem.

Start House is the brainchild of the Business Centre, a 
Newcastle based not-for-profit, which saw that founders were 
being discriminated against if they were regionally based or if 
they were working full time or had a family and therefore were 
not able to move to capital cities to build their business.

Steve Wait, CEO of the Business Centre, said Start House is a 
distributed innovator and accelerator model designed to bring 
‘diversity to innovation’.

“Not every startup has the stereotypical 20-something founder 
living in Sydney working in a funky co-space. Founders come 
from all age groups, all backgrounds, all socioeconomic 
groups and all geographical locations. We felt the traditional 
incubator and accelerator models were discriminating against 
the vast majority of founders.

www.glencore.com.au
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We have assisted more than 200 business  
customers to identify water savings in excess of  
1.2 billion litres, through initiatives including installing 
efficient fixtures, finding hidden leaks, and providing 
alternate water solutions.

Let us help you love water. Find out more at  
hunterwater.com/lovewater
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MAPPING CITY ACCESSIBILITY 
USING OPEN AND GOVERNMENT 
DATA SOURCES
Chad Ramage
Accessibility in the City

  In excess of 40% of our population face accessibility 
challenges when moving around our cities and communities. 
This includes people with disabilities, parents with prams, the 
elderly and people with short term injuries.

Existing mapping applications make navigating cities difficult 
for most people and the lack of detail on these maps provide 
even more challenges for those with accessibility issues.

Accessibility in the City is developing a user-friendly online 
mapping platform that provides information on features within 
cites, shopping precincts, universities and the like, to help 
people with accessibility issues navigate busy and cluttered 
environments to assist with social participation in normal 
everyday life and improve their lives. The analytics will provide 
urban planners and Governments vital insights into urban 
mobility challenges that can aid the creation of a true smart, 
resilient and liveable city for all.

The online mapping platform brings together a variety of 
local and state government and third-party data sources. We 
are currently investigating how to use enhanced spatial data 
drawn from Smart City Infrastructure to provide information on 
location, length and slope of inclines, roughness of surface, 
areas of ponding, stairs and kerbs to name just a few features.

Obstacles and challenges people with accessibility issues and 
carers need to consider currently embedded in the proof of 
concept include - accessible parking, toilets, wharfs, light rail 
platforms, stairs, elevators and secure car parking.

Accessible 
environments 
benefit 
everyone, not 
just people with 
disabilities. This 
platform will 
help reduce 
isolation and 
discrimination 
and help all 
aspects of 
life, including 
health, welfare, 
education and 
employment. 
These impacts 
are felt beyond 
the individual, 
with families and 
the broader 
community all 
being positively 
impacted by an 
inclusive society.

 

 

“Through the Start House program we are looking to support 
50 varied but globally scalable startups and scaleups over the 
next year from the regions of Newcastle, Singleton, Maitland 
and the Central Coast while keeping them in those locations.

“The structure of this program will allow us to accept 
applications from a diverse range of intenders and already 
existing companies and to support these innovators in their 
current locations.”

Mr Wait said that Start House is funded by the Australian 
Government through the Incubator Support Program allowing 
the Business Centre to offer this program to many and diverse 
startups and scaleups without taking equity.

“By not taking equity we show we are an honest broker in 
supporting these startups and scaleups. We give them all the 

support they need without taking away half the value of their 
business.”

Mr Wait said it was important to keep innovation in the regions 
and that some of the talent in the regions was very impressive.

“We were seeing innovators in the regions who did not want 
to or simply could not take off to the city to chase their dreams 
and we feel there is absolutely no need for them to do that.

“Start House will encourage innovators in the regions to stay 
where they are while allowing access to all of the experts-in-
residence, business mentoring, pitch practices and pitch nights 
that we will provide.”

For more information call (02) 4925 7700 or
email info@businesscentre.com.au

Gordon Whitehead, Start House Program Manager, Daniel Smith, 
Regional Incubator Facilitator at Australian Government Department 

of Industry, Innovation and Science and Steve Wait CEO of The 
Business Centre at the Start House launch at Fishburners Sydney.

https://www.hunterwater.com.au/Save-Water/In-Business/
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ARE YOU AN ELECTRICAL ENGINEER 
LOOKING TO JOIN AN INNOVATIVE TEAM? 

We’re Hiring!

At Ampcontrol, our teams challenge the status quo 
and work on exciting R&D projects. To find out more 

check out our current opportunities online. 

 

ampcontrolgroup.com/careers

HUNTER WATER TO IMPLEMENT 
SUEZ’S PROVEN AQUADVANCED 
ENERGY

Hunter Water has awarded SUEZ the contract to implement 
the proven Aquadvanced Energy solution, to optimise water 
distribution throughout Hunter Water’s network, helping to 
reduce its energy consumption and environmental footprint.

The software will monitor and control pumps, control 
valves and storages. It will use real time data about water 
consumption, forecasts and energy prices to schedule and 
control water supply to meet consumer demand at the lowest 
price, while meeting operational requirements.

Servicing over half a million people in the Lower Hunter region, 
it is anticipated Hunter Water will deliver substantial ongoing 
electricity cost savings by improving the efficiency of the 
distribution system using Aquadvanced Energy. The project will 
also provide operational benefits by improving water quality, 
extending the life of the assets in the network and improving 
decision making about operational and economic constraints. 
The outcome of this project will also contribute towards 
achieving the United Nation’s Sustainable Development Goals.

Ruben MacNeil, Group Manager Intelligent Networks at 
Hunter Water said, “Hunter Water welcomes the partnership 
with SUEZ to deliver energy and operational efficiencies across 
our network. This project is a great example of how we’re 
embracing new and innovative solutions to deliver sustainable 
water services.”

Stuart Gowans, General Manager, Business Development 
Water at SUEZ said she is delighted to bring the Aquadvanced 
suite to Australia and deliver benefits for Hunter Water and the 
region’s customers.

“Aquadvanced Energy is a highly advanced network 
optimiser that typically reduces overall pumping energy bills 
by 10 to 15%. We look forward to working with Hunter Water to 
help deliver energy efficiencies and financial savings, using this 
leading edge technology.”

This project builds on the successful trial of Aquadvanced 
Energy in the Hunter Water network in 2018 which tested the 
compatibility of the technology with Hunter Water’s existing 
infrastructure. Implementation of this project has already 
started, with operations to begin in 2020.

INNOVATIVE TECH DELIVERS “PURE” 
WATER TO REMOTE COMMUNITY IN 
THE NT

Solving problems comes as second nature to Ampcontrol, 
one of Australia’s largest and most successful electrical 
engineering and manufacturing companies. When presented 
with the challenge of delivering drinkable water to a remote, 
indigenous community approximately 75 km from Alice Springs 
in the Northern Territory, the team set about engineering a 
solution that could be maintained and supported locally.

Partnering with Aurecon on the design of the hydrology 
system, Ampcontrol devised a unique and entirely portable 
solution that literally transforms undrinkable bore water into pure 
water. The parties dubbed this Project Gilghi, with Gilghi meaning 
“water” or “place of water” in the Barkindji indigenous language.

“Innovation is very much a part of the culture at Ampcontrol, 
and we specialise in electrical design and advanced 
manufacturing. We are grateful for this opportunity provided 
by the Northern Territory Department of Local Government, 
Housing and Community Development and Ingkerreke 
Outstations Resource Services. Our partnership with Aurecon 
meant we were able to leverage the respective strengths of 
our two organisations and deliver a truly unique solution” said 
Ampcontrol’s CEO and Managing Director, Rod Henderson.

After months of collaborative engineering between 
Ampcontrol and Aurecon specialists to devise the reverse 
osmosis water treatment plant and electrical infrastructure 
to power the system, what looks like a shipping container 
with solar panels has meant the people of Gillen Bore have 
immediate access to clean, contaminant free drinking water. 

The bore was sunk in 2014, however the community were 
still getting their drinking water trucked in until the system was 
installed onsite in late February.

Aurecon’s Design Director for Water and Wastewater 
Treatment Julian Briggs said groundwaters in arid areas 
commonly consist of high concentrations of salts as well as 
minerals, often described as ‘hard water’, which can cause 
problems both for human consumption and for household 
technologies designed for softer waters.

“By partnering with Ampcontrol what we have been able to 
achieve is something that is fit for purpose and scalable to the 
environment. We’ve designed a transformative technology 
that will have an immediate impact on the local community,” 
Mr Briggs said.

The local community created a beautiful artwork titled 
“honey ant dreaming”, which is a big part of their culture – this 
was installed on the exterior of the system and provides a great 
visual connection for the people and their new water source.

With the system now up and running, both Aurecon and 
Ampcontrol are looking at further applications in remote areas 
and indigenous communities across Australia.

Containerised Solar Powered Water Treatment 
Plant in Gillen Bore, Northern Territory

www.ampcontrolgroup.com/careers

